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ABSTRACT: In this interview with Jonathan Gerland, Angelina County native Jack
Sheffield reminisces about growing up in logging camps in East Texas. He talks about
Fastrill,Redgate, and Tadmore in particular. Mr. Sheffield tells about his father’s work
logging and maintaining logging trucks for Southern Pine Lumber Company. He also
discusses Halloween and Christmas traditions, working in the woods, and the different
types of houses in the logging camps.
Jonathan Gerland (hereafter JG): Okay todays date is June 29, 2017. My name is
Jonathan Gerland and I’m with Mr. Jack Sheffield and we’re at The History Center in
Diboll. He drove up from Jasper this morning? Okay, and anyways he and I are sitting
down we are going to do an oral history interview and he brought some papers and things.
Maybe, if we could start, Mr. Sheffield, just set the stage for when you were born who
were your parents.
Jack Sheffield (hereafter JS): My parents were Eb Sheffield and I was born March 24,
1932. (JG: okay) That brings me up to about 85.
JG: And you were born you said I think you told me once before in Zavalla, is that right?
JS: In Zavalla and strangely enough, you mentioned Mary Frances.
JG: Yes, Mary Frances Sheffield.
JS: Ironically, I never knew her until after she and my cousin married, and that was here
in Diboll, I think. But we were born in the same house in Zavalla.
JG: How about that. What was your dad doing at the time?
JS: Well at the time he was working for Southern Pine, actually in White City.
JG: White City.
JS: Yes. And of course he was working around the trains.
JG: You mentioned something about the Cotton Belt. Did he run the trains over the
Cotton Belt line back to Diboll?
JS: Well he didn’t run the train, he kept up…he was in the section crew.
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JG: Okay. Worked on the track.
JS: As a matter of fact he kind of run the section crew.
JG: A foreman.
JS: Even after he got up here.
JG: And his name was Ed Sheffield. Is that what you said?
JS: No, Eb E-b.
JG: Eb, E-b…okay I’m glad you corrected me.
JS: He had a brother named Ed.
JG: With a d…so he was Eb with a b and he had a brother Ed with a d.
JS: And he was moving up there and was killed turning a truck off of a bridge of some
kind. I was kind of young then, but his son stayed with us then and his name was Chester.
JG: Chester, now you also said your father worked for the Southern Pine Lumber
Company log trucks, is that right?
JS: Oh yes, that was after. What he did, he went up there and they found out that he did a
lot of mechanical work and they…He started keeping the trucks up. Everywhere we
would go he would, well he kept the trucks and did a pretty good job. And he stayed with
that as long as he was with them, which was in… the last place we lived working for
them was Tadmore. That was the one place that they just rented the house and said okay
that is where you live. And of course, they still had the trucks. All the trucks were around.
JG: Now you lived at Fastrill some didn’t you?
JS: I lived in Fastrill until ’39.
JG: Okay, so you moved there right after you were born in Zavalla, y’all moved to
Fastrill. Do you have any memories of Fastrill?
JS: Oh yes.
JG: Tell me about some of your easiest to remember.
JS: Well easiest to remember is I had relations lived there you know.
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JG: You had what?
JS: Relations…
JG: Family?
JS: One of his brothers was named Albert and he moved here in ’41 so they moved all in
one day, they moved here.
JG: You talking about moving from Fastrill to Diboll?
JS: Yep!
JG: Did you go to school any at Fastrill?
JS: Yes.
JG: What do you remember about school?
JS: Two room. And I remember getting in trouble with one guy and the teacher says
okay, y’all whip each other. Well if you ever get into that, make sure that they whip you
first because I went ahead and gave the boy a whipping I thought, until he got ahold of me
and he was mad by that time. Anyway!
JG: Do you remember any of the community events of Fastrill?
JS: Yes.
JG: What do you remember? Christmas time? I’ve heard stories about Christmas time at
Fastrill.
JS: I remember Halloween they got my daddy’s truck and they put it up on the porch at
the commissary, up the steps, old boys pushed that thing up there some way. Let’s see on
Christmas we always…
JG: Was that a prank, just a prank they did that?
JS: Yes.
JG: Tell me about Christmas.
JS: Well Christmas we always went to Concord.
JG: Concord?
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JS: Yes, that was where my mother’s family was from. She was a Boykin. There’s
Boykin Springs.
JG: Okay so Concord down here in the south end of Angelina County, ok.
JS: Yes, yes, down at Boykin Springs or around there.
JG: And what was her maiden name?
JS: Boykin.
JG: Boykin. She was a Boykin.
JS: Yes.
JG: So a lot of Boykins there, huh?
JS: Oh yes, I’ve got, well I still have an aunt that lives in Jasper and I’ve got cousins that
live there. But anyway, we everybody all the sisters, and they had eleven, and well
everybody had a ball really. Go down there and stay three or four days, enjoyed
Christmas. It is good just to get everybody together you know, everybody had fun! We
didn’t have a bunch of dollars but we would get something every year.
JG: Presents, presents?
JS: Yes.
JG: Well talk to me about some of the places, you talked to me on the phone the other
day and you were mentioning maybe Redgate and the Ray Pasture and places that like.
JS: Yes, on the tracks there, every maybe I would say to be safe, every fifteen miles on
there, they would just build a spur off and run us out there but now Redgate is not so. We
had those houses, they were just shotgun but we would have two of them and they would
just load them on the log truck with a trailer and take them there and drop the legs down
and jack them up and drive…get the truck out from under them.
JG: So they would be on stilts elevated off the ground.
JS: Yes.
JG: I think we’ve got pictures of that actually at Redgate.
JS: I believe I have…
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JG: He is digging through an envelope of photographs. I was doing that for the
recording.
JS: Well that was one you can’t really see it but…
JG: That is the house in the background, huh?
JS: Yes, this was Fastrill, that is the schoolhouse.
JG: Okay, it’s a picture of two young women in front of a school building.
JS: That is my mother and her sister.
JG: Is that your mother in the darker dress or the lighter?
JS: The lighter.
JG: The lighter is your mother, okay.
JS: Well I dropped it.
JG: He is dropping pictures all over. Oh yes, you’ve got your shotgun there and your
hunting dog. Who is that?
JS: That is my dad.
JG: Your dad, okay. But that is one of those houses? Yes, we definitely want to try to get
copies of this.
JS: This is one on the tracks.
JG: Yes, on the railroad tracks; I see that.
JS: Now this… the house back there was a Fastrill house and I think that is the only one
I got.
JG: After we do the interview I would like to make some copies of these. So that is you
right here in this old car there. Is that you?
JS: Yes, this is my dad and this is his brother.
JG: Oh yes! This is a vintage postcard here.
JS: Yes, that is way back before we moved to Fastrill now.
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JG: Got their denim overalls on and got the crosscut saw with a pine tree laying down.
JS: I had to use it too, believe me!
JG: They kept those things sharp, didn’t they?
JS: Well yes, you have got to file as you go, but…oh here is another picture of…this was
right after we left Fastrill…I know because that is my sister, and she was born there, and
you can tell by her age…
JG: It’s a picture of a baby girl, probably 2 years old or less.
JS: Oh now she wasn’t even one.
JG: Wasn’t even that old. But a baby sitting in a high chair with two mules in the
background and an automobile and two or three of those logging camp houses.
JS: Now this is some of Southern Pine’s trucks and of course that is my dad.
JG: There is a cab-less log truck.
JS: That is the way they got them, right like that. I got a better picture of it I think. They
came in here and see all the support that they put on the fenders? (JG: yes) they drove
them right through the woods, see.
JG: That would keep the fenders from falling off, huh?
JS: Yes.
JG: Do you remember them getting stuck? Did they ever get stuck and have to pull each
other out?
JS: Oh I had a D-8 that took care of that.
JG: Caterpillar D-8 tractor.
JS: Yes, sometimes they would pull pieces off of them. Yes, they really get stuck. Now
there is another truck that they used to haul, to take people around.
JG: That is a Chevrolet there. I remember they would use Fords in the woods and
Chevrolets on the highways.
JS: That is right, you got it right. When they really needed to go they used a Chevy!
JG: This is a Chevy right here.
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JS: This one is way back, I think blocks they said. That is…they’re hauling off a dolly
way. See my dad is way back there, just a kid.
JG: This is a mule pulling a little cart of lumber around the dolly ways.
JS: Now I got a question to ask you here. Did they ever find the people that stole that?
JG: Not that I’m aware of. He is showing me a picture of the Fastrill historical marker.
JS: This is a little better picture of the Fastrill houses, totally square.
JG: Yes, square houses.
JS: Yes, and there is some more of the jack up houses.
JG: Is any one of those you? It’s a woman with two children next to a truck.
JS: No I tell you I think that was…I think that was Sweet Gardner.
JG: Gardner.
JS: They were Sweet and Chowchy and of all things the kids were named Glassway and
Wendell
JG: So are some of these at Redgate you think, or all these at Fastrill?
JS: No, no. That is not Fastrill there.
JG: That is what I was thinking. Is that Redgate?
JS: Yes.
JG: That is Redgate okay. So all the ones that are elevated like that are at Redgate?
JS: Yes, we only lived in those a little while and then we went on the tracks. Now there
may have been some more that still used them.
JG: Right.
JS: But not us.
JG: Yes sir!
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JS: Now this is on the tracks. And of course, so is this one, that is me on the steps. Now
this is Fastrill and that is me with my aunt there and of course that is my cousin down
below.
JG: He is making a face, isn’t he?
JS: He is. And of course, that’s my dad and I don’t know exactly where they was.
JG: Tell me about some of your memories of your dad working for the company. Do you
have many memories of that?
JS: Well yes.
JG: You know somebody that’s living today that doesn’t have any idea about what life
was like back then can you tell?
JS: Yes, well needless to say, he first sawed with his brother, they sawed together.
JG: So they were in the woods sawing?
JS: Yes, and they were good enough that they could saw out by lunch.
JG: What do you mean by saw out? They had a certain number they had to cut?
JS: Absolutely.
JG: And once they did that, what happened then?
JS: You free to do what you want to.
JG: Hmmm.
JS: Now they had a thing at one time and you had to cut them right because if you sawed
and dropped a tree and leave a splinter out. the boss would say…you do that and if it’s so
long cut it off and bring it on in and we will give you your check.
JG: Meaning you didn’t work there anymore.
JS: Well I say check, they gave coupons.
JG: We’ve got some of those tokens. I’m showing him some of the old tokens here. Like
that?
JS: Yes.
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JG: Now did you ever saw for the company?
JS: No.
JG: You were too young huh?
JS: Yes, as a matter of fact I was…when we left Tadmore, we no longer were with the
company and that was in…I’m going to have to guess at this, that was ’44. Well, all we
did at Tadmore of course was keep the trucks up, keep them running or my dad did. I
helped him. I was helping him as long as I could get around, you know.
JG: You were about 11 or 12 then huh?
JS: Yes, I was very likely I was 12.
JG: What do you remember of Redgate besides these photos and stuff you showed me?
JS: I don’t.
JG: You can’t remember.
JS: I remember being there. I remember us moving there. As a matter of fact, we
moved, well that was close to the river, but I know that. Was it on [Highway] 21,
Redgate?
JG: No it was on [Highway] 94.
JS: On 94 yes. Well we lived right close to the river, but not in the pasture.
JG: Now what do you remember of the pasture? What did it look like? Can you describe
what it looked like?
JS: Well yes, I can visualize it however, for instance you don’t even remember Flag
Pond.
JG: No, tell me about that. Now you are saying f-l-a-g?
JS: Flag pond.
JG: Why was it called flag pond?
JS: Well it had a bunch of grass growing up, all over patches of grass and water, maybe
from that deep to that deep.
JG: He is showing about 6 to 12 inches.
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JS: Yes, and it was just little spots all over it and the flags grew up all over it.
JG: Now you are talking about the bunches of grass growing up, you are calling it flags.
Okay.
JS: Well that was the name of it. It was called the Flag pond.
JG: I’m wondering if that was what the old timers called Bluff Prairie. Was it near the
highway?
JS: No.
JG: Do you remember the road, was it near the road? No?
JS: No, as a matter of fact when we lived up…we lived quite a ways up and we would
walk to it, so no it wasn’t close to the highway. That is a good-looking pine knot there.
JG: Yes, it looks like a road runner doesn’t it?
JS: I’m telling you that is good. I’ve never seen one like that.
JG: Mr. Jay Morrison gave that to me. He found it out in the woods and put some
shellac on it and screwed a little board on the bottom and it looks like a roadrunner.
JS: Yes, it is a good piece. I like that. Anyway, getting back to…we lived in the pasture
all the time up and back. Now what I would do, are you familiar with the road that runs
just west of the pasture?
JG: The old North Cedar road, North Cedar or Forest Service.
JS: I don’t have a name for it, but you go in by the school in Apple Springs and you go
straight up beside the pasture.
JG: That is what the locals there call North Cedar Road. It parallels with what you are
calling the pasture, yes goes out to Druso.
JS: Okay what I would do I would catch the bus in Apple Springs and I would go up to
the right spot and I would say okay and I would get off and I would walk straight through
to the railroad where we lived. And, in different places now.
JG: Do you remember barbed wire fences? Do you remember fences being up?
JS: Oh yes and I will tell you what I remember occasionally seeing deer you know. But
you know there was somebody else that lived in there because I remember buying peanuts
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and my mother would bake those peanuts and I would sell them. I would go in the
caboose and sell them to the workers there before they went back to either Fastrill or…no
not Fastrill, they would go into Diboll. They left Fastrill, cleaned out in ’41. And of
course, we left there like I say in ’39.
JG: Yes I think ’37 and ’38 is when they started Redgate and kept it for a little while, so
that would be about when y’all went down to Redgate huh, about ’39?
JS: Yes, I would think that we went straight to Redgate. We stayed in those houses they
were just set down on a truck and trailer and you fold the legs up and you had two of
them. A family had two and you used a little porch across them so you could go from one
to the other without going downstairs.
JG: And you had little outhouses?
JS: Oh yes.
JG: Did each family have its own outhouse or did several families share an outhouse?
JS: Well in Fastrill, I know you would kind of some people would share one, but we
were lived pretty much by ourselves other than the Gardner’s. They…by the way I saw
her in Fastrill at the thing they have.
JG: The reunion?
JS: About 5 years ago and she said that her and the youngest one, which was Wendell,
was still alive. Of course I don’t know now, it’s been…I guess they quit that up there
anymore.
JG: Yes, they haven’t done it in a few years.
JS: Well, those old loaders I used to watch those things, those old steam loaders.
JG: Log loaders.
JS: Yes. Did you know they had, at one time, what they would do is they would pull that
line back out in the woods with a man on a horse. Did you know about that?
JG: Yes sir.
JS: Did you know…
JG: Called them horse skidders, they would pull them out.
JS: Well no they weren’t pulling the logs with the horses.
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JG: No they would pull the cables out, they would stretch the cables out.
JS: They would stretch the cables out and jerk another little line and when they got the
log hooked up…
JG: Do you remember who it would be that rode those horses?
JS: No I don’t.
JG: Okay, the reason why I asked a lot of pictures we’ve seen generally it was a black
man or a black boy.
JS: Well I tell you one reason it might have been why, because on rare occasions
something else would get the signal line or something and they would drag the horse and
rider and everything back through the woods.
JG: Very dangerous, very dangerous.
JS: Oh it was bad. But, on the skidders like this, heck fire they would jerk them logs out
of there.
JG: And you better get out of the way.
JS: Yes, well nobody was in the way. On loading logs, you know how they loaded them?
JG: Go ahead and tell me. Go ahead and tell me.
JS: Well there is two men there with long ropes and had the grabs and they hooked one
in one end and the other and…
JG: So the loader just picked it up and they would use those ropes to steady and guide it
onto the log car huh?
JS: Well not only that yes, you got to keep your logs right. You never loaded any logs
did you?
JG: No sir, but I’ve seen lots of photographs of how they did it.
JS: Well don’t look at one now. I tell you what, there is a real skill in loading logs. You
got to load them in ways that you don’t…of course loading on your truck you throw your
rolling chain there and put your cant hook over it and hook your cross haul. Where you
hook the cross haul makes all the difference, because you load it on the cab, of course
Southern Pine didn’t have cabs.
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JG: Cab-less log trucks huh?
JS: Yes, they bought them that way.
JG: Right.
JS: Now, but, where you got a cab on your truck and when I was hauling logs I had a
cab, and you hooked that to where when it rolls up it rolls on right. You do it a little while
and you get to where you can do it.
JG: Nowadays they don’t use chains at all they just grab them, pick them up and lay
them down.
JS: They don’t do nothing now but sit in the air conditioning.
JG: Yes that is right.
JS: I don’t even…makes me sick to think about it. But anyway, I tell you what, there is a
real skill and I liked hauling logs. I really did I enjoyed it.
JG: Did you work…Were you a contractor or…?
JS: No, I worked with my dad after we got back down to Zavalla. That would have been
’48-49.
JG: Where would you have hauled the logs to?
JS: Oh they were tie cuts. Well, they called them peckerwood mills. They had a lot of
small mills and we hauled them in there and cut a 7x9 out of it and…
JG: Were y’all hauling hardwoods as well?
JS: Yes, hardwoods mostly, but we hauled most pine was used for lumber.
JG: Cross-ties were hardwoods then huh?
JS: Yes they were.
JG: Do you remember what kind of hardwoods?
JS: Oh yes, all kinds.
JG: All kinds.
JS: Of course anytime you speak of hardwood you are mostly talking oak.
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JG: Right. Did white oak, did they get more money than the red oak ties?
JS: White oak splits real good. They make barrel staves or did then, out of white oak.
JG: The big ones, yes.
JS: Yes, because they split straight. White oak is real good. We are getting a lot of white
oak back now.
JG: Let me put this on pause just for a moment.
RECORDING PAUSED
JG: Okay we are back to recording. We were trying to get some of those photographs
copied. Yes, you were talking about peckerwood mills and things. Do you remember who
some of the owners of some of those mills were? Do you remember the Barge’s? Did the
Barge’s in Zavalla have some?
JS: I remember the Barge’s yes. I had an uncle that ran one. He was a Boykin.
JG: Was his there in Zavalla or where was it?
JS: Close to, all of them were around pretty close.
JG: All of them were near Zavalla. Did you ever work at the mills themselves or just
bring the logs in?
JS: I have done it all.
JG: Do you remember the S irons they would put into the ends of cross ties. Did you
drive S irons?
JS: Yes, I have sawed under my dad.
JG: Now you say sawed you mean with a cross cut saw in the woods?
JS: Yes.
JG: How high did y’all leave the stumps?
JS: Oh convenient, I mean heck fire, timber wasn’t that much then you know so.
JG: Two feet?
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JS: No not that high. I can remember I hurt my back. I can’t saw, my dad could, he could
really saw. I know he would say, “Well okay let’s get about three more and quit, how is
that?” And I would say, “well okay.” And I was, heck fire, I was 18, should have been in
real good shape and was pretty good but it gets my back sawing, but anyway!
JG: But your dad was a good sawyer then huh?
JS: Oh he knew how to do it and we would finally get those three and he would say,
“How about a couple of more.” And I would say, “If we get them you will do them
yourself I’m not doing anymore.” But yes, he was good.
JG: How were you paid? Do you remember how you were paid when you would bring
them to those peckerwood mills?
JS: Yes, I do, if you sawing .25 cents a cut, nine foot long.
JG: Now tell what that means .25 cents a cut, a nine foot log.
JS: Yes, you had to get a 7x9 out of it.
JG: So anything that would get a 7x9, a 7 inch by 9 inch 9 foot long cross-tie or you
would deliver a log that was that long.
JS: No if you get a 7x9 out of it or 2 or what, it’s a quarter per each and you haul them
quarter per each. And when you got the finished tie another quarter per tie.
JG: Now who paid you the mill or the land owner?
JS: Well you take the ties out on…the mill paid us, but we would put them out on the
railway to be picked up and stacked just right and higher than your head.
JG: Right, I’ve heard stories about those being stacked there along Zavalla. Several
people have told me said it was always big healthy black men, big bulky black men that
would go in and out of those box cars hauling those cross ties. The ties themselves,
carrying them in the boxcars. Did you ever see a lot of that?
JS: My dad did it. I’ll tell you what, he could carry two 7x9 green.
JG: Two of them, yes.
JS: You got a man that was in…how long you been in Diboll?
JG: Oh about 18 years.
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JS: 18. I don’t know if he was alive then. He was a Mexican man, Shorty, and he
had…matter of fact he had three siblings that were…
JG: Oh yes those are my piles there.
JS: …in the big war. I was too young for the big war. I got Korea. But he had a daughter
and two sons. I saw one of those sons up at the Fastrill meeting. Well, I brought my
military book to show you. They are all three were in military.
JG: Who would have owned the land, did you know who the land owners were of these
hardwood logs you were cutting?
JS: Oh everybody. We would just they would say you can cut that out and it would be
ten acres or thirty acres or just individuals. Who they were, no I don’t remember.
JG: You don’t remember.
JS: It’s been like I say ’48.
JG: But it was mostly individuals, not big companies.
JS: Yes.
JG: Individuals. They just wanted the land cleared off?
JS: Well not only that they wanted the dollar.
JG: Yes.
JS: People didn’t always have…I know I remember when we ran Fastrill it was right
after the Depression and we ate flour gravy and stuff like that, you know. And one thing I
will say for Southern Pine, if the Temples are still alive I think they would still be,
because they would work men a couple of days and then work somebody else. They kept
them alive. They cared about people, now what do we care what is in it for me, right?
Well, anyway I had a lot of relations that worked for them. Let’s see I was going…I had a
picture of Mary. I lived right close to where this train went off the track. That
is…recognize this?
JG: It looks familiar. Is that Mary Sheffield?
JS: That is Mary and that is her husband now.
JG: Yes.
JS: Yes, I tell you what, that right there…I wanted to…
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JG: Yes, I’ve seen that.
JS: I lived right close to that trestle there too, that is all Fastrill stuff. (looking at photos)
JG: In fact I think we had this. I saw our stamp on the back of some of these sheets.
Some of these you got from us.
JS: Anyway.
JG: I’m trying to think of some of the other stuff you were telling me about. Is there
anything else you can remember about the camps that you lived at?
JS: Well like I say I lived all the way up and down the pasture but…
JG: Do you remember that wreck or just what you’ve heard about it?
JS: Yes, I remember.
JG: Well, tell me about it. We are talking about the 1938 wreck.
JS: Well it was the talk of Fastrill. That was during the time Fastrill was there.
JG: This is the July 1938, when the car carrying the sawyers rolled off and hit…is this
the one that hit the cow and they fell off a trestle?
JS: Yes, but later on when I lived at Fastrill in that time in ’38, but later on we moved
right by that trestle. Of course, they fixed it, kind of patched it up and kept using it.
JG: Yes.
JS: I might have shown you that before but if it’s anything I learned it’s how to forget all
I knew. So really, I guess I will think of something later but.
JG: Well I’m glad you came by and brought those pictures. Like I said, Emily is making
some copies of those and so how long did you do your lumbering, your logging and
everything?
JS: Oh no, I was in high school.
JG: Okay.
JS: When I got out of school the next day I was on my Indian Chief in Houston. Then I
left town.
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JG: What do you mean by Indian Chief?
JS: Motorcycle.
JG: Okay, I thought so. I just wanted to make sure. So you had an Indian motorcycle,
huh?
JS: I did then when I got out of high school. Now I got four or five. I build Indians and
old cars. I got a lot of old cars, well I like it.
JG: So you’d had enough you didn’t want to continue on in the logging business, huh?
JS: Oh no, no when I got out of high school no more logging, no!
JG: What was your first automobile?
JS: I had a ’28 Ford, it was a Roadster and after that I got a ’39 Ford Roadster. I got up
in cotton you know.
JG: Did it have a V-8? The ’39?
JS: Oh yes, I guess I’ve had, if I had to guess at it I’d say probably 100 cars, but I
probably haven’t had more than 30 to 50 motorcycles. Well no I got 30 right now so I
guess I’ve had more than that. Oh well you get to playing with junk and you just keep on.
JG: Alright well I will go ahead and stop the recorder then. I appreciate it.

END OF INTERVIEW
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